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Bridge International Academies: Scripted schooling for $6 a month is
an audacious answer to educating the poorest children across Africa
and Asia
A system in which every step of the learning process is remotely dictated could help make schooling affordable  for some of the world’s
poorest children

Pupils at a Bridge school in Nairobi Catrina Stewart
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Beyond alleys strewn with rubbish and lines of laundry
suspended between rusted metal shacks, a rutted footpath leads
to a brightly painted private school, an oasis of learning in one of
Nairobi’s most benighted spots.

With corrugated iron for walls, chicken wire across the windows,
and wooden desks, it may seem nothing out of the ordinary. But
there are few places in the slums where a teacher holds a piece of
chalk in his right hand and a Nook e-reader in his left, and follows
verbatim an electronic lesson plan  crafted entirely by
academics in Boston.

Charging $6 a month on average, Bridge International
Academies, a multinational for-profit chain, is offering
schooling  about as cheaply as it can be done. Its founders hope
to roll that out to 10 million children across Africa and Asia, the
key to its own longevity and, it hopes, the global educational
conundrum that has bedevilled policy-makers.

But Bridge, which has expanded at such a rapid rate in six years
that it is present in more than 400 locations across Kenya and
Uganda, faces a potent threat to its survival in the shape of radical
new teacher training proposals that would drive up the cost and
put it beyond the reach of those that need it most.

“This could literally put every school in the [low-cost] sector out
of business tomorrow,” said Whitney Tilson, who sits on Bridge’s
board as part of a $6m investment by the Pershing Square
Foundation. “It would send a signal to the world that Kenya is a
country you should never invest in as a private investor.”

The proposals are likely to stoke further the debate over delivery
of education to the poor across the developing world, where
some 250 million children are still unable to read or write,
despite many of them having been to school.

Bridge is arguably the most audacious answer yet to the question
of how to bring education to the masses in countries where
schools are plagued by overcrowding and teacher absenteeism.
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Pupils at a Bridge school in Nairobi

 

With a team in the US responsible for lesson planning, and its
teachers, mostly school-leavers trained up by Bridge, evaluated
on a daily, even hourly, basis, its aim is to get children not just
into school, but to get them learning as well, while making a
profit in the process. It believes it will start making a profit when
student enrolment, currently at 126,000, reaches half a million.

“Being physically in a room doesn’t mean that you are learning,”
said Shannon May, who set up Bridge with her husband, Jay
Kimmelman, after a brief stint teaching in a school in China
where she became part of a system “that ensured the children
were going to fail academically”.

Step into any classroom at Bridge and the chances are that the
teacher will be uttering exactly the same words that are being
uttered in every single Bridge school. A handbook instructs the
teacher to look up from the e-book every five seconds, to wait
eight seconds for children to answer, and instead of asking the
teacher to explain a mathematical concept, the lesson plan takes
them through it step by step. “All I have to do is deliver,” said
Mary Juma, a Bridge teacher.

While the scripted approach has earned Bridge acclaim, it has
also attracted criticism. “It looks hi-tech, but it is really just
someone following a lesson plan in a top-down way and not
stimulating discussion,” says David Archer, head of programme
development at UK charity ActionAid. “It is almost Victorian.”

While global studies of low-cost private schools have produced
mixed results, Ms May is convinced that Bridge’s model works. It
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has commissioned independent evaluations that show children
enrolled in its schools significantly outperform their state-
educated peers in mathematics and English. The real test,
though, will come in November, when a cohort of Bridge’s
children will be ready to take the final primary school exams for
the first time.

Even as Bridge gets its chance to prove whether its model works,
regulatory hurdles threaten to be its undoing. The Kenyan
government is setting out new proposals that would radically
recalibrate the financial calculations on which these schools
operate. Most sweeping of all is a stipulation that half of all
teachers in any one school should have a recognised teaching
qualification and be paid accordingly.

Teaching with the aid of an e-book

The ministry of education says such criteria are long overdue,
given the rapid expansion of private schools in the slums, some of
which fail to meet even the most basic requirements on staffing,
curriculum and facilities.

For a chain as extensive as Bridge’s, such an order could be
devastating. Mr Tilson is hopeful that a compromise will be
struck, but the shape that compromise takes could determine
whether international funders embrace the for-profit model.

Burned by corruption scandals implicating Kenya’s ministry of
education, international investors – particularly aid-funded
institutions such as the World Bank and the UK’s Department for
International Development – are eager to fund sustainable
education that can complement the public sector. 

Private education, however cheap, is not the answer, argue
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Bridge’s detractors. They contend that it takes money from the
pockets of the poorest, and by allowing parents to opt out, makes
it harder for government schools to get any better.

“Aid is being used as a tool to convince, cajole and compel the
majority of the world to undertake policies which help big
business, but which undermine public services emerging or
thriving,” Nick Dearden, director of Global Justice Now, said in
criticism of the World Bank’s $10m investment in Bridge.

Africa has seen the biggest surges in pupil enrolment among the
poor with the introduction of free primary education in countries
such as Kenya, Ghana and Tanzania, but state schools still cost
money. Parents have to buy uniforms, even a desk, and are often
required to pay a means-tested enrolment fee that equates to a
bribe.

The Bridges Academy school entrance

 

“It’s a total myth when they say government schools are free and
private schools are costly,” said James Tooley, a champion of low-
cost private education who set up Omega, a chain of nearly 40
schools in Ghana. “If a child can’t afford Omega schools, typically
they can’t afford government schools either.”

Earning just a few dollars a day from selling second-hand clothes,
Evelyn Kagai puts most of her money towards rent and food, but
she still has some left over to pay for her seven-year-old son’s
school fees at the nearby Bridge school. She baulked at the idea of
sending her son to a state school because of overcrowded classes
where teachers often do not bother to turn up.

At the state primary school on the edge of Kawangware, a
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sprawling settlement backing onto Nairobi’s upmarket Lavington
suburb, children race along the corridors and play raucously in
the classroom. There is no teacher to be seen, even though the
school day has a couple of hours still to run.

When a senior teacher finally emerges from the staffroom, he
says he is “overwhelmed”. With 84 children in his class, he
cannot give them individual attention, and is forced to rely on
wall displays to make up for a lack of textbooks.

The statistics are damning: a World Bank report from 2013 found
that, despite spending more money than any of its neighbours on
education, Kenya has seen no improvement  in results.

Researching the low-cost sector during their honeymoon in
Africa, Ms May and her husband found that the private schools
operated on such tight margins that they had little left over to
invest in facilities and teacher training. “The only way to do it is
at scale,” she said. “We always thought that around 500 pre- and
primary schools [in Kenya] is where we could and should reach.”
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